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Introducing the Economic 
Crime and Corporate 
Transparency Act
James Norris-Jones, Frances Carpenter, and Tim Vogel*

In this article, the authors discuss the latest UK government measure aimed 
at tackling fraud and money laundering in the United Kingdom. 

The Economic Crime and Corporate Transparency Act 2023, 
which received royal assent on October 26, 2023, is the latest UK 
government measure aimed at tackling fraud and money launder-
ing in the United Kingdom, which are estimated to make up more 
than 40 percent of crimes.1

In its original form, the Act included reforms to Companies 
House, limited partnerships, and information sharing. However, 
while those reforms remain, over the course of the Act’s journey 
through parliament, two key amendments have been made to the 
Act to (1) introduce a new corporate criminal offense of “failure 
to prevent fraud,” and (2) reform the identification principle for 
corporate liability.

These reforms have been under discussion in Parliament for 
a number of years following growing concerns that the preexist-
ing rules were hindering successful prosecutions of corporates for 
economic crimes.

The new “failure to prevent fraud” offense, like the existing 
corporate “failure to prevent” offenses of the failure to prevent 
bribery2 and the failure to prevent tax evasion,3 is intended to hold 
firms accountable for failures to put in place appropriate systems 
and controls to counter relevant offenses. As well as extending the 
reach of the offense to omissions rather than simply positive acts, 
the new failure to prevent fraud offense will also have a wide ter-
ritorial reach.

The reforms to the identification principle for the attribution 
of liability to corporates are intended to bring the rules in line with 
the reality of corporate governance and management structures in 
the modern age and to increase corporate criminal prosecutions.
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The Failure to Prevent Fraud Offense

The Offense

The offense (which will come into force on the publication by 
the government of related guidance) applies to “relevant bodies,” 
which are “large organizations,” in turn defined as those that meet 
at least two of the following criteria: 

 ■ A turnover greater than £36 million,
 ■ Assets of more than £18 million, or
 ■ More than 250 employees.

Under the new offense, a relevant body is guilty of an offense if:

 ■ An employee commits a fraud offense intending to benefit 
(directly or indirectly) the relevant body, or

 ■ An associated person commits a fraud offense intending 
to benefit (directly or indirectly) either the relevant body 
or any person that is provided services (either directly or 
through its subsidiary) by the relevant body (unless the 
corporate body is itself the victim of the fraud). A person 
is associated with a relevant body if the person (1)  is its 
employee, agent or subsidiary, or (2) otherwise performs 
services for or on behalf of the relevant body.

The relevant “fraud offenses” include those related to fraud and 
false accounting:

 ■ Fraud by false representation (Section 2 Fraud Act 2006),
 ■ Fraud by failing to disclose information (Section 3 Fraud 

Act 2006),
 ■ Fraud by abuse of position (Section 4 Fraud Act 2006),
 ■ Obtaining services dishonestly (Section 11 Fraud Act 2006),
 ■ Participation in a fraudulent business (Section 9 Fraud 

Act 2006),
 ■ False statements by company directors (Section 19 Theft 

Act 1968),
 ■ False accounting (Section 17 Theft Act 1968),
 ■ Fraudulent trading (Section 993 Companies Act 2006), and
 ■ Cheating the public revenue (common law).
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It is worth noting that the failure to prevent fraud offense will 
only be applicable to corporates, and individuals will not be able to 
be prosecuted for it. The UK government has taken the view that it 
would not be proportionate to institute legislation that would allow 
for the prosecution of individuals where they did not consent to 
or know of an offense’s occurrence. The offense carries a penalty 
of an unlimited fine.

Territorial Scope

The offense will apply across the United Kingdom as well as 
in circumstances where an employee (wherever based) commits 
any of the above fraud offenses, or targets victims in the United 
Kingdom, in which case an organization could still be caught even 
if it is based overseas.4 This is broader in territorial scope than the 
failure to prevent bribery offense, which requires that a foreign 
company carries on “part of a business” in the United Kingdom.

Defense

It will be a complete defense to the offense if a company can 
show that they had reasonable “prevention procedures” in place. 
Guidance on what constitutes “prevention procedures” will be pub-
lished prior to the offense’s introduction, but we expect that this 
will have similarities with existing guidance published in respect 
of comparable “failure to prevent” offenses under the Bribery Act 
and Criminal Finances Act. Measures are likely to be required to 
be proportionate to a business’s activities and to include:

 ■ Risk assessments,
 ■ Top-level commitment,
 ■ Due diligence, including on associated persons,
 ■ Communications and training, including for associated 

persons, and
 ■ Monitoring and review of the effectiveness of procedures.

These are not intended to require businesses to actually prevent 
all occurrences of fraud, but rather to ensure that risks are identi-
fied and addressed as far as possible.
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Expansion of the Identification Principle

The UK government has determined that the existing common 
law doctrine, that for an offense to be attributed to a corporation it 
must be committed by the corporation’s “directing mind and will,” 
is not fit for purpose.5 The doctrine was established by the House 
of Lords in Tesco Supermarkets Ltd v. Nattrass6 in 1971. However, 
in the 50 years since that case, companies have grown in size and 
complexity, and determining the “directing mind and will” has 
become increasingly difficult in large organizations. By contrast, it 
is much easier to identify the “directing mind and will” of smaller 
companies, which has led to a disparity in treatment of organiza-
tions. The UK government acknowledged the difficulties in proving 
corporate liability dependent on establishing the “directing mind 
and will” as early as 2012, and that this has led to too few organiza-
tions being held to account.7

Accordingly, the new amendments in the Act provide that 
“senior managers” will be brought within the scope of those whose 
acts can be attributed to a corporation when it comes to economic 
crimes. Therefore, if a senior manager of a corporation (acting 
within the actual or apparent scope of their authority) commits a 
relevant offense, the corporation will be guilty of the offense.

The test for identifying “senior managers” is intended to rep-
licate the definition of “senior management” in the Corporate 
Manslaughter and Corporate Homicide Act 2007. This means that 
senior managers are the persons who play significant roles in:8

 ■ The making of decisions about how the whole or a substan-
tial part of its activities are to be managed or organized, or

 ■ The actual managing or organizing of the whole or a sub-
stantial part of those activities.

Although the UK government has committed to reform the 
corporate liability laws in wider criminal law, at present this reform 
is limited to economic crimes, reflecting the government’s present 
focus on crimes of this nature. 

Practical Considerations

While the effectiveness of the new measures will take time to 
determine, it is clear that the UK government continues actively to 
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focus on reducing economic crimes, and organizations that operate 
in the United Kingdom will need to adapt to the incoming changes.

At this early stage it may be helpful for organizations to begin 
thinking about:

 ■ Which persons would be considered senior managers 
under the new corporate liability rules, and ensuring that 
such persons are aware of their status and its impact and 
receive appropriate training;

 ■ The development of a risk assessment to identify the risk 
of economic crime;

 ■ How any current procedures in place in respect of the exist-
ing offenses may need to be expanded to respond to the 
new failure to prevent fraud offense, such as pre-existing 
due diligence practices and training or alternatively put-
ting in place such procedures;

 ■ Putting out new communications to the organization from 
a senior level on the importance of following procedures 
designed to prevent fraud; and 

 ■ Establishing an appropriate system for the monitoring 
and review of procedures for addressing the risk of fraud.

Notes
* The authors, attorneys in the London office of Cleary Gottlieb Steen & 

Hamilton LLP, may be contacted at jnorrisjones@cgsh.com, fcarpenter@cgsh 
.com, and tivogel@cgsh.com, respectively.
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